The chief aim of this article is to improve our understandi cohesion and personal relations in the span of the "Grea considered the years [1935] [1936] [1937] [1938] [1939] . Most of the standard litera makes broad but weakly supported assertions about the T personal life. In a typical argument, the state strove for the eventual severance of all viable connecting tissues between succeeded so well that people could only relate "directly to dictator himself." Other well-known authors echo this judg "broken" by 1939; it became a "scrap heap of humanity."
These statements are reminiscent of discredited stereotype blacks. Lawrence Levine found that In this area [humor] as in so many others, black Americans have passive subjects reacting in an almost classic Pavlovian manne stimuli, rather than as people with a point of view and a cult reference who were able to respond with some degree of se intelligence to their environment.
Levine's work on black folklore, especially his outstanding cha instrumental in laying this image to rest.
The evidence offered for similar assertions about Soviet invariably consists of general opinions taken from selected stance, historians often cite a line attributed to the writer I [the late thirties] a man only talks freely to his wife -at night pulled over his head." Babel', in fact, was arrested and died His opinion is obviously valid for his own case, but as a wri extremely high-risk category. Furthermore, the problem with mony is that no person was in a position to judge the emotion country, or even ofa city block. It is therefore necessary to con social cohesion under Stalin, in this case during the Great Terro of general assessments but through a careful sifting of eye-wit Humor is one of the useful materials in this construction has written, "Humor and joking exchanges need a familiar s barriers to communication...are considerably reduced, if not t togetherness is emphasized." Since it was dangerous to tell cert stories, it is possible to discuss the levels and kinds of trust tha society by examining the incidence and nature of such jokes.
The first section of this article illustrates and analyzes sev Soviet anecdotes told in the late 1930s. Besides facilitating a d relations, the jokes sometimes reveal much a its policies. A second section then discusses t Were there any points of contact and encour humor officially permitted by the state, part popular political culture offer any such suppor of how alienated society was from the regim Terror, defined here simply as mass arres moment without reference to the state's mo Union from 1935 to 1939. It may be necess article's view ofthe Terror is ofa phenomenon pervasive and influential than some standar has always been a range of opinion about th however, so that one major task before us is to of sources on Soviet society. For the 1930s, t workers, administration and the communist and response to arrest. The implicit or expli these works is that terror was not the central were more important.
The present article does not attempt to e occurred, though some reflections on that poi on the use of familiar sources and some new on to probe the social results of the arrests. In this case there is no more possibility of quantifying the incidence of anecdotes or the backgrounds of their tellers than for any other culture. Nor do there seem to be scientific criteria for what constitutes a "good" or "valid" joke about social life and attitudes. I have selected stories on the basis that some appear to reveal much more than others, especially when comparative evidence is available. In the absence of any hard data on attitudes and social cohesion in the 1930s, an impressionistic treatment must suffice.
I have grouped the jokes into five categories: those about Stalin; those critical of the regime or Soviet life in general; ones featuring the Narodnyi Komissariat Vnutrennykh Del (NKVD), the People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs, which comprised, among other agencies, the political police; anti-Semitic stories; and dirty ones. The stories ofthe last two groups were infrequent and are not central to the present discussion. In a word, the first three categories comprise what are usually called political jokes.
Stalin appears to be unbalanced in an anecdote reportedly dating from 1937 or 1938. The Father ofhis People looks into the mirror one morning and says, "Just wait, you ugly mug, Fll get to you, too." Here the general secretary's oft-mentioned determination to settle with his enemies is considered pathological; the leader's sickness drives the nation's torment. Obviously, the joke suggests that those who told it understood Stalin's role in perpetrating evil.
While this perception existed for some, other people held different images of the country's most important figure. "Why did Lenin always wear shoes but Stalin always wears boots?" one Russian asks another. "Because Lenin walked around mud puddles and Stalin goes straight through them," comes the answer. The joke may be interpreted in various ways. Stalin is cruder than Lenin, but, as with Senator Joseph McCarthy, that may have been a popular trait. Stalin is not reluctant to get dirty if that saves time. Perhaps the point is that Stalin often splashed figurative mud on others. If so, one's interpretation depends on how many were dirtied: a leader who is tough on his enemies may be admired if his wrath is limited to a relatively narrow circle, especially one which is resented by ordinary folk. This appears to be the case with popular perceptions of Ivan the Terrible. Another version of the story has Lenin w Stalin does not. This is because "Lenin knew t doesn't." While these lines may not exactly leader without clear direction, not a sick one
The man who told the joke in its boots varian "Stalin has always proceeded on a direct cour this view by saying that, "People considered Stalin barged ahead." Whether one agrees wit of Stalin as strong and blunt remains. This popularity; as the unofficial Soviet historian longer he ruled, destroying people, the greate to him, even the love, of the majority of p lasted to the present in some strata, cannot people widely realized that they were ruled b pervasive fear, unless we conclude that the masochistic.
In another story Stalin escapes personal judg goes to a factory incognito and speaks to a wor the man. "Stalin," replies the worker. "Who is "The Soviet Union," the man replies. "What asks. "An orphan," the worker says. The joke workers for their situation and the state, so th as the expression of the proletariat's interest anecdote was told by a man who was not a wor he served in the army and then the NKVD, w shared society's penchant for political humor. to workers, as he came from a middle class bac more about this sector's attitudes toward wor It was daring to tell any stories about Stalin of glorifying him. In this period people were r wrapping fish in newspapers bearing his portr jokes suggests several conclusions. First, a hig had to exist before such anecdotes would be formed their opinions of Stalin without comp him as God-like; these individuals retained so Third, the negative stories in particular are called "socially sanctioned outlets for expre People found their own ways and partners in they brought Stalin down to a human level, An anecdote which illustrates the category concerns a factory director interviewing app tant. He asks all of them, "How much is two answer, "Four," whereupon he sends each pe "How much do you want?" and is immediatel is that Soviet managers were forced by their sy production figures in order to survive and plea to fulfill the plan came from above, and it was so qualified workers, and hold do who wanted to succeed had to for the situation: "It's necess order to do that, they had to usually of the party and trade director could not function without a network of trusted associates. Such connections either survived the Terror or re-formed after arrests; there was no other way to operate.
Anthropologists like Dundes see jokes as a key part of folklore. In his view, a folk is "any group of people whatsoever who share at least one common factor...and have some traditions" which they call their own. By this definition, Soviet executives constituted a folk. In a discussion of humor, Gary Alan Fine has similarly maintained that every group possesses its own "idioculture" of knowl? edge, beliefs, and customs. This concept "suggests the means by which a group increases cohesion." Presumably, a truly terrorized folk would have difficulty generating new lore or "idioculture." Yet the opposite occurred in the case of Soviet managers. Despite the carnage among them produced by arrests, they functioned as interconnected and trusting people. Here too the psychological effect of the Terror has been exaggerated. Several critical jokes were not fundamentally anti-regime but resounded more of everyday, albeit serious griping. Valentina Bogdan remembered that in Rostov during the year 1937, the worst for arrests, friends told her that only two kinds of sausage were available. The first was called "dog's delight," and the second, even worse, was named "Marusia poisoned herself." Consumers must not have been thrilled by the choice, but they could use humor as a valve to release their grievances and cope a little better with a dismal material situation -even though, it must be noted, Bogdan had a nice apartment and a domestic servant.
Another anecdote parodied the government's mania for handing out medals, ranks, and awards for any sort of achievement. Two friends who have not seen each other for many years speak on the telephone and agree to meet at a subway station. The first asks, "How will I recognize you?" The second replies, "Fll be wearing a gray hat and holding a book." First: "But that won't make you conspicuous enough." Second: "Yes, but Fll be the one without a medal." In the absence of sufficient material rewards, the government relied heavily for moti? vation on symbolic awards and titles. However, these in turn often became so widespread as to lose most significance. This is what happened to the Stakhanovite movement, the drive to develop exemplary workers and raise production norms that began in August 1935. In short order the movement became so diluted that a majority of workers in key industries were classified as Stakhanovites or the next category down, shock workers; by October 1939 a majority of all industrial workers were so classed. Most western accounts depict the Stakhanovite phe? nomenon as the creation of a labor "aristocracy." But, as the anecdote implies, that was not so.
Other jokes about daily life were much more negative and bitter. One
Harvard respondent recounted the story ofa Soviet family in which all members worked, but thanks to an unemployed relative in Western Europe, they were able to stay alive. A student quoted above remembered that for a few months in 193 7 bananas were suddenly plentiful in the stores. meets another friend, "How are things?" "As "Well, you go about naked and you eat bana Anecdotes of this type directly challenged was greatly superior to western existence, so t act of trust. But telling them did not necessa Soviet attitude; rather, the raconteurs may counter to propaganda. Perhaps above all th illumination" that Arthur Koestler found in is, people could share an understanding ofthe Nothing escaped the searchlight of popula Since important people were arrested, textboo the late 1930s teachers had to tear out whole p cross out lines, and so forth, according to de missariat of Education. A woman who taugh textbooks often lost one-half of their pages, two-thirds. "'Now,' people said jokingly, 'we plans.'" The folklore of Soviet teachers was arrests among them.
Certainly the repressions did inspire fear; feeling was limited in scope and impact and t humor. Wolfgang Leonhard, whose German c to the USSR in the early 1930s, was a comm member as a teenager toward the end of the actually jokes going around in this grim period joke":36
At four o'clock in the morning there was a knock on the door of a Moscow house...Finally one ofthe tenants, Abram Abramovich, took his courage in both hands and opened the front door. He was heard whispering for a few moments with a man standing outside. Then he came back to his terrified fellow tenants with a bright smile on his face: "Nothing to worry about, comrades -the house is on fire, that's all!"
The joke obviously reveals a deep fear of being arrested. But was that fear, as many accounts argue, due to a perception that the state was attempting to intimidate the entire population through a random system of terror T Leonhard's comment on the anecdote would seem to support this contention: jokes were told "perhaps because everything seemed so inevitable anyway." But his remark is contradicted on the same page by his own reaction and those ofhis friends. "Not one of the ten or so of us whose parents had been arrested allowed this cruel personal blow to lead us directly into opposition against the system." These youngsters kept trying to convince themselves "that what was happening was no more than an exaggeration of measures which were in themselves both necessary and justified." Thus this group, personally very close to victims, perceived the ...Gallows humour may serve to manage the impression of courage in the presence of others and to elicit information regarding the situation and the feelings of others. In these circumstances failure by the target to laugh may serve to indicate that he or she is deeply afraid and may create more concern in the source. On the other hand, hearty laughter by others may serve to indicate less danger and fear, thereby increasing the resolve or morale ofthe relevant parties to the interaction.
In other words, telling jokes about the Terror was a way of testing the general level of apprehension among one's acquaintances; if they laughed, the danger decreased in everyone's eyes. In that case, social bonds were strengthened.
Diffusion of a feeling of dread was limited not only by these means but also by a perception that the arrests largely occurred among certain categories of citizens. People not in the wrong groups had little reason to fear arrest. This sense is illustrated in another joke from the same period, also set at 4 a.m., this time in Leningrad. There is the identicasl knock on the door, but in this case the terrified occupants choose to answer right away: "Who's there?" "NKVD, open upl" is the reply. "No, no," the residents respond, "You've got the wrong apartment, the communists live upstairs!" In this view, the non-communists, or all of the population of 170 million except the two to four million in the party during the late 1930s, were more or less spared. Other sources support the impression that party members and other highly placed people were indeed more likely to be arrested than those at lower levels.
A sense that some occupations were especially risky also appears in an Jokes also probed the actual work ofthe NKV a professor asks a student who wrote Evgenii On says, "I didn't." The professor meets the director and tells the story. "Do you think he did?" asks leaves, the director calls a friend in the police a help me find out," he asks. In a few days he g everything is all right," says the policeman. "We he has confessed to writing Evgenii Onegin" This story, told by a teacher, reveals some o disdain for the cultural level of the police, da nineteenth century. That attitude is augment educational administrators, often appointed b service. Thus this joke also supports the conte trusting relations and a folklore.
The story hinges on the use of torture. That it was no secret once Lavrenti Beria became head latter year, though the scale of abuse was consi was a significant number of prisoners now rel NKVD men who had tortured victims during N 1936 to December 1938, were held around newspapers indicated that cases had been fa without specifying how arrestees were made suspicion of torture could well have been wides a regime dedicated to scaring its people would ha that great injustice had occurred.
A final NKVD joke, which reportedly dates f police agents were everywhere. A man goes to agent sent to his daughter's wedding for securi request. Then the father pulls out a list of gue again asks that an agent be sent. The NKVDist two, they are all our people."
While the joke obviously suggests that some ci omnipresent, other, more precise evidence sugges being so. A former colonel of the NKVD bord typical raion (roughly equivalent to a county) p and fifteen "operational employees." Another e NKVDist believed that in the c over 400,000, the regular pol informers at a minimum." Th figures, but at face value it gi former policeman reported tha 1940 to monitor a populatio numbers suggest that penetra so effective as many western occurred, for example by party readily identifiable and theref often believed that secret infor that someone could tell a joke so omniscient and that people mock the NKVD occasionally As a teacher and the daughte agents at the wedding was a m aware of arrests in general an point, it is a mistake to accept particularly when other evid There is no question ofthe g in people's lives, however. On undoubtedly to use inversion psychic revenge and control o in black American humor dire
The anecdotes presented her has argued about political hum with its comic permissiveness to disguised aggression against mo over, comic blasphemy often m political pretender the target fo the leveling urge of the peopl authority.
If he is right -and he offers material from ancient Greece to recent America to support his point -then the Soviet people in the late 1930s are characterized in regard to their humor by their similarity to other peoples. In this regard at least they were not reduced to some separate, lower category by their political system. Soviet people engaged in telling jokes were not broken or atomized. Dmitrii Likhachev, a noted Soviet scholar himself imprisoned in the Gulag in the late 1920s, believes that "laughter removes psychological traumas... [and] reestablishes in its sphere contacts between people violated in another sphere." Those who laugh are "plotters" in a sense, for they see and understand something that they did not before, or that others cannot see. One might quarrel with Likhachev only in that personal contacts may not have been violated, or at least broken, in the first place, so that laughter may serve to maintain human ties. In any event, the Soviet jokes could not have existed without close contacts between citizens. There were unwritten but widely understood rules about relating humor. "We tried not to tell anecdotes when meeting people we didn't know," said one man. Of course, the implication is that he could trust people among his acquaintances. A woman recalled that, "When my girlfriend entered the Party I could no longer tell her all that I thought. She was no longer able to laugh at antiSoviet jokes. She must report them immediately to the NKVD."
Standard western accounts argue that no one could rely on anyone else and that the Terror was entirely random, regardless of behavior. This view appears to be wrong. The anecdotes and remarks about them show that Soviet people knew, most of the time, whom they could trust and what they could say. Some people were arrested for telling stories, but this factor appears to have been very small among all arrests. A couple is riding in a street car in Khar'kov. The husband sighs, "Ah, ah." His wife reprimands him: "Don't talk about politics." This is absurd, of course, but it indicates an understanding of what could be said in public. Private life, which could resist and temper the state's influence, had different rules. Beyond the kinds of evidence presented here, the Harvard respondents offered many statements about high levels of solidarity, trust, and affection among family and friends.
What was the context for private, political humor? The purpose of this section is to sketch some of the ways in which officially permitted sources complemented private humor. To the extent that such matching existed, it would suggest that the regime tried not to break its people but to recognize their tastes and folk culture.
In the West, we are used to thinking of Soviet art ofthe 1930s as hopelessly dull and pedantic, the socialist realism of heroic production feats, zealous construction ofthe new epoch, and boy meets tractor. Yet other images of Soviet society existed, ones perhaps more meaningful to those who saw them. The satirical novels if Il'ia Il'f and Evgenii Petrov, the pseudonyms of Il'ia FainziFberg and Evgenii Kataev, who wrote each line together, were tremendously popular. The protagonist ofthe seco through a series of adventu people on the way. He think Even though in the end he f approved in the book. Soviet yet it continued to circulate concentrating on writing fo serious barbs at Soviet proble Their writing always encou and other defects on the loc Another humorist active i troubles with the authoriti through the years of the Te different atmosphere, whic official pomposity in his w The tale mocks the official e newspapers in that year, ri rambles on about his ancesto that they lived in different Everyone rises and goes to t Zoshchenko was able to ja arrests. In "Big-City Lights" son. Everyone has a good tim the son tells him, "Don't go o round up everybody with g penchant of officials for de categories, just as various p role in contemporary politi
In 1937, the worst of all lampooned the cult of her workers, and many others. published the next year. The a meeting of the members. about," he intones, "our co answer in the same way...Th we have surpasses all the m gibberish on production ach did, Zoshchenko turns his at on the rank and file. The agricultural exhibition. He Adopted unanimously." In on that must have been familia production and leaders were in an edition of 20,000 cop Soviet film ofthe period al had a vast audience; in 1940 to go, purchased more than (Grigorii Alexandrov, 1938) to disturb our hoary notions of what the Soviet U Why would a regime supposedly dedicated to sca not only featured a great deal of comedy but also even the act of political denunciation? The pict Byvalov, a name derived from byvaet ("it hap director of a musical instrument factory. Disda around him, he announces that there cannot po town where the plant is located. In response, hound him with opera, a full orchestra, folk d wine glasses.
Byvalov, who never puts down his briefcase must leap into the river, tells a crowd in Moscow and is personally acquainted with Schubert. This "new class" of prosperous officials and managers a all achievements; in fact, the ignorant executiv The film's most startling scenes mock polit them. At one point Byvalov, inevitably, menace demands that they confess which one wrote a understand that the central authorities are look congratulate her and award her a prize. Even the arrogant fellow, thinks that his beloved stole th attention to herself. But all's well that ends wel of fear but of laughter. His pomposity and autho take him seriously again. As another song in th enemies with laughter, too." Clearly, such pett controlled from below, and nobody needs to be Of course, the target of all this is a local leader, s tendency ofthe thirties to blame problems on any humor, that pattern constituted an important ou supported joke-making about day-to-day troubl How The unofficial jokes illuminate a good deal ments, and levels of trust. It is important to no concerned economic defects and not basic disa On the whole, the anecdotes imply that it was rather than the Terror or lack of most civil This contention is borne out by a number of problems per se are usually not enough to dr to its government, particularly when at least t criticism from below are encouraged. Perhaps the Incas or Aztecs after the Spanish shattered societies. In those cases the previous system, and religion collapsed simultaneousl imagine mass psychosis and despair; it certai fell into drunkenness well beyond anything was not nearly so badly off, though of course t damaged the social relations of a significant Nevertheless, on a broad scale Soviet people and to have close personal ties through the "G their fears manageable, to deflate the pomp 17. HP number 517, A, vol. 26, p. 24, a Russian male electrical engineer whose father was an elite worker; the respondent was born in 1913.
